Making use of an universal quantum network or QCPU proposed by me [12] I give out some special quantum networks for simulating some quantum systems. By designing the momentum quantum network, I derived out the quantum network for the time evolution operator that can simulate, in general, Schrödinger equation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simulating quantum systems has such a meaning that using specially designed quantum system, for example quantum computer, which is called simulated system, to simulate other so-called physical quantum system. In 1982, Richard Feynman first proposed that a quantum system would be more efficiently simulated by a computer based on the principles of quantum mechanics rather than by one based on classical mechanics [1] . This is because that the size of the Hilbert space grows exponentially with increase of the number of particles. A full quantum simulating demands the exponential resources on a classical computer so that it is in general intractable. Since the discovery by Shor of a quantum algorithm for factoring in polynomial time [2] , there has been tremendous activity in the field of quantum computation including quantum simulating. For example, Lloyd has shown how a quantum computer is in fact an efficient quantum simulator [3] . In addition, some general ideas and scheme to several special quantum system were proposed and discussed [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . At present, quantum simulating mainly performs a simulation of the dynamics.
Obviously, it is very important how to design a quantum network for quantum simulating.
In this letter, making use of an universal quantum network or QCPU proposed by me [12] I give out some special quantum networks for simulating some quantum systems including free particle, harmonic oscillator, one particle in a constant field. I designed the momentum quantum network and then derived out the quantum network for the time evolution operator that can simulate, in general, Schrödinger equation.
II. QUANTUM CPU
So-called quantum central processing unit refers to such a piece of hardware in quantum computer which can implement a general quantum computing. In fact, it is an universal quantum network in a more familiar language in quantum information science. This is because quantum network can be thought as a piece of hardware of quantum computer in order to implement quantum computing which has used the quantum feature such as quantum parallel and quantum algorithm. A quantum network consists of a set of gates which can act on quantum register at same time but not a serial of actions in turn in time. This is just so-called a piece of hardware and in mathematics it can be described by an (unitary) transformation matrix. In my paper [12] , I proposed an universal quantum network or QCPU defined as
where
is called Keeper and D = I R ⊗ |1 AA 1| is called Drawer. Here, I R is the identity matrix in space of quantum register. Their pictures can be seen in Fig.1 .
The action of QCPU on k−qubit register and single auxiliary qubit A = (|0 + |1 )/ √ 2 implements a general quantum computation:
Obviously, we make a project measurement D in auxiliary qubit, we can obtain the above the transformed quantum state Ψ ′ . While another project measurement Keeper K will result in Ψ itself. In Fig.2 , we give out a picture of two qubit QCPU which can implement a general 4 × 4 quantum computing.
More useful auxiliary elements are so-called Backer and Connector:
where N is Not gate acting on auxiliary qubit, I A is the identity matrix in space of the auxiliary qubit, σ 1 , σ 3 is usual Pauli matrix. The former is a reversible operation of transformation. The latter is to connect with two quantum computing steps.
In practice, we often need to find the realizations of QCPU for the given transformations, for example, some typical transformations or the computing steps in the algorithm. In order to construct a scaleable quantum network and implement the computing steps in turn in quantum algorithm, we use the "Connector" C so that a serial of transformations U 1 U 2 · · · U r can be written as
where Q(U j ) is a realization of QCPU of transformation U j . It must be emphasized that the equation (5) is not an operator equation. Two sides of it is equal only if they act on
This QCPU is universal because it can implement a general quantum computing task.
This QCPU and its realizations are standard and easy-made because they only have two kinds of basic elements and four auxiliary elements. This QCPU and its realizations are scaleable because they can easily connect each other. This QCPU is able to implement a general algorithm because the equation (5) . This QCPU is favor to the design of quantum algorithm including quantum simulating because it gives out the standard and explicit realization for each computing step. Now, we have had the tools to carry out quantum simulating.
III. HOW TO SIMULATE QUANTUM SYSTEM
If one would like to simulate a quantum system on quantum computer, the first task is how to "write" quantum state into quantum computer, in other word, how to store the information of physical system -quantum state in quantum computer. Although the quantum computer has an ability to store information increasing exponentially than a classical computer, it deals with information as digital one just like classical computer. consequently, a basic skill is to discretize wavefunction which describes the quantum state in a finite space.
In addition, when quantum system is limited within a box, it ought to impose periodic boundary conditions, that is
Therefore, wavefunction in time t can be written as a vector
where |x m form a set of basis with the properties of orthogonality and completeness
If we extend it to two particles, we have
Of course, the extension to high dimensional is similar. In fact, the above equation also can describe two dimensional case. (Usually taking N 1 = N 2 , it means that the particle move in a square box). In quantum computer, the quantum register with k qubits allows at most up to N = 2 k . For two particles in one dimensional, Hilbert space becomes
Thus, in a classical computer, we need exponentially increasing bits to deal with quantum state. But in a quantum computer, we see that k 1 + k 2 qubits, or two quantum register with k 1 and k 2 qubits respectively, are suitable to this task. In fact, this is just one of reasons why simulating a quantum system can be more rapidly done by use of quantum computer than by use of classical computer. Generally speaking, for 3-dimensional and n particles, we can use 3n quantum register to store the discretizing wavefunction. For identical particles the initial state of the quantum computer has to be chosen symmetrically or anti-symmetrically.
For quantum field theory, it can be discretized as in lattice gauge theory.
For quantum simulating, we use discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) to change wavefunction from coordinate representation to momentum one, that is
where DFT matrix F is
It is worth emphasing how to realize the fundamental operators such as coordinates and momentum is a key point. In coordinate representation, coordinates are directly written as a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are x m . But the momentum has a little complication because it is a derivative action as the followinĝ
So the realization of momentum operator can be written as:
Obviously we havep
where ψ ( x N , t) = ψ(x 0 , t) in terms of periodic boundary conditions.
Further, we can obtain kinetic energy operator (natural unit system = c = 1):
It is easy to extend to high dimensional and many particles formally. For example, in two particles case,p 1 =p
In simulating quantum dynamics, the most important operator is Hamiltonian. After known kinetic energy operator, the most pivotal operator is just potential. Here, we only consider external field V e (x) or single and two-body local interaction U(x) and U(x 1 , x 2 ).
Choosing a short time step △t, time evolution operator e −iHt reads
If we wish to advance the system by time T we of course repeat the whole process T /△t times, that is
where Hamiltonian is realized as the above.
IV. IMPLEMENT QUANTUM SIMULATING A. Free particle
First, let's consider a simple example-free particle in one dimensional. Its Hamiltonian is
. It is convenient to simulate it in momentum representation. So we can use two quantum network to simulate its dynamics. One is discrete Fourier transformation quantum network Q(F ), the other is the diagonal transformation quantum network Q(e iHt ). Then, we use the connector C A combine them in turn
It is easy to realize a diagonal unitary transformation quantum network by our QCPU.
When the diagonal matrix is e ip 2 t/2µ , we have
The point is now how to realize the quantum network for quantum Fourier transformation.
Although its quantum network had been given but that is not a derivation from our universal quantum network, we will can not connect them together by our Connector C. In fact, if using the known quantum network for quantum Fourier transformation, it is still a problem to connect with very simple evolution operator for free particle naturally unless you think they are independent network and one always can get the output state to operate it again.
But in practice, such assumption has stopped the data flow and has to bring the new hardware because it needs the interface unit to draw the output state transformed by the first network and input the second one.
In my paper [13] , I have obtained the quantum network for quantum Fourier transformation on a k−qubit register:
where Q(H j ) and Q(B j (φ)) are the realizations of QCPU for Hadamard gate H j and rotate gate B j (φ) acting the j-th qubit (j = 1, 2, · · · , k) with the forms
Now, we can simulate a free particle in one dimensional. But, the above method is perhaps not the simplest. It can be seen in the following the kinetic energy quantum network proposed by us can simulate it easier.
B. More quantum systems
Here let's consider more quantum systems. First, for a harmonic oscillator in one dimensional, its Hamiltonian is H = n ω(n + 1/2)|n n|. Because it is diagonal, we can directly get its realization of our QCPU with the following parameters
Its action can simulate dynamics of a harmonic oscillator. Obviously, simulating a harmonic oscillator is much simpler than a free particle since we chose a appropriate representation so that its Hamiltonian is diagonal.
In practice, if we can use the picture theory in quantum mechanics, we also can simplify problem. For example, we would like to simulate one particle in one dimensional under a constant field u. Its Hamiltonian is H = p 2 /2µ + u. To do this, we use interaction picture and note that V I = e iH 0 t ue −iH 0 t = u. Then we obtain ψ I (t) = e iut ψ. Just like for free particle, we can simulate it easily.
C. Schrödinger equation
In order to simulate a general quantum system, we have to know how to simulate Schrdinger equation. For simplicity, we first consider a local potential or external field, then we immediately obtain its realization of QCPU:
Thus, the point in the problem becomes how to get the realization of QCPU for the kinetic energy operator. A direct method is to give it by standard definition of QCPU, that is, using the parameters in kinetic energy operator which is introduced in (14) we write down its realization. But a more efficient realization is first to get the momentum operator realization of QCPU. To do this, we define the momentum quantum network
where we denote |x 2 k = |x 0 , it corresponds to imposing periodic boundary conditions
qubit. The picture of momentum quantum network see Fig.3 .
Again, in terms of connector C, we can obtain a realization of kinetic energy:
Only consider a small time step, we have the realization of QCPU for time evolution
That is that we have obtained the quantum network for the time evolution operator of Schrdinger equation in a small time interval. For a limit time, we take the product of all time evolution operators at small time steps. Finally, we obtain
Based on this equation, we can simulate Schrödinger equation in general. In special, consider V = 0, we can simulate a free particle in this method.
For two particles, the extension of method is direct, but it is not efficient enough in the use of computing resources if one does it directly. Although the realization of kinetic energy operator of QCPU is obtained by the same method, but the realization of QCPU for two body potential needs all 2 k × 2 k basic elements. Thus, a better method is first to reduce Schrödinger equation to mass center and relative coordinate system. In mass center system, we need to simulate a free practice, and in relative coordinate system, we need to simulate Schrödinger equation in a single-body potential. They are both able to be done just stated above. Of course, the efficiency problem here is said with respect to the comparison among the different quantum algorithms. Because, QCPU is built in quantum parallelism, that is, it acts all states at the same time. Therefore, with respect to classical computing, it must be efficient. In this sense, the above method to simulate Schrödinger equation can be extended to higher dimensional and more particles.
In conclusion, our QCPU and its realizations can be used to various problems of quantum simulating. Likewise, it can be used to various problems of quantum algorithms. However, its universal ability does not means everything. One still has to seek the efficient quantum algorithms including quantum simulating procedures just like the same things has been doing after we have a classical CPU. In above, we have seen such examples. It is important to find the special quantum network which can reach at higher or the highest efficiency. It seems to us that QCPU can directly implement some quantum algorithms, and it is possible to find new algorithm by make of use QCPU, because the problem becomes how to decompose this quantum network. For a quantum computing task, that is an unitary transformation U, all we need to do for design of quantum algorithm and quantum simulating procedure is to seek a its optimized decomposition seriation including quantum measurements in an appropriate space. Meanwhile, this seriation should be the most suitable and the realization of QCPU of every step (quantum transformation) is the simplest. In order to do this, we need to use the fundamental laws of physics, specially the principles and features of quantum mechanics, for example coordinate system choose, representation transformation, picture scheme and quantum measurement theory if a quantum computing task is thought as a physical process.
Moreover, to simplify the realization of QCPU for all computing steps and find the optimized decomposition, we have to use the symmetry property of every step U i as possible, such as the direct product decomposition, the transposing invariance U We also have obtained some other examples in quantum algorithm [13] . This research is on progressing.
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